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ABSTRACT

Experimental and theoretical studies of the spectral distribution

of fluorescence and absorption in the far wings of alkali resonance

lines broadened by rare gas atoms wijl be used as a basis for the predic-

tion of approximate values for the laser gain in such mixtures and in

Xe2, i.e., ground state dissociation lasers. This discussion makes use

of the quasistatic theory of spectral line broadening which relates the

observed fluorescence intensity to the intermolecular potentials for

the bound excited state and the dissociating ground state of the molecule.

V
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent papers by Bassov and coworkers1 and by Koehler and cowor2ers2

have pointed to the possibility of stimulated emission in the vacuum ultra-

violet as the result of excitation of gases such as xenon. This work is an

extension of earlier work by C~rbone and Litvak 3 in mercury vapor and by

Palmer and others in hydrogen. The basic idea of these lasers is that

if one forms an excited molecule which then can radiate to a repulsive

ground state, one cdn readily satisfy the conditions for population inver-

sion. In thi. paper we will refine this condition for population inversion

dnd so derive the condition initially stated by Carbone and Litvak. In

addition, we will examine the very important question as to the magnitude

of the stimulated emission cross sections expected for such molecular systems.

The quantitative basis of our analysis is an application of the quasi-

static theory of spectral line broadening as expressed by Kuhn and others
5

many years ago. We will illustrate the application of this theory using

results obtained recently by Hedges, Drummond, ind Gallagher6 for cesium-

rare gas systems and by Behmenburg7 for mercury-argon mixtures. These

authors made use of the quasistatic theory to derive potential energy

curves for ground state and excited molecules from measurements of fluore-

scence spectral intensities. We, of course, are primarily interested in

predicting fluorescent intensities and stimulated emission cross sections from a

knowledge of molecular potential energy curvts. Thus, Fig. I illustrates a

recent calculation of molecular potential energy curves for the hydrogen-

helium molecule. 8 We would like to know whether this molecular systemn is

a good candidate for the observation of stimulated emission. We note that
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the ground state is highly repulsive so that inversion conditions should

be readily satisfied. Our question then is, whether or not the stimulated A
emission cross section is sufficiently large so as to allow a reasonable

gain in an attainable discharge? We will also need to consider competing

absorption processes.
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II. RELATION BETWEEN POTENTIAL CURVES AND SPECTRAL LINE SHAPE

Figure 2 shows potential energy curves, frequency differences, and

population factors appropriate to a discussion of the -molecular continuum

emission based oa that of Hedges, Drumnond, and Gallagher.6 The upper

pair of curves are potential energy curves such as one might find for the

ground state and the first excited state of an alkali rare gas molecule.

2, 2-
The excited state is labelled A 1/2 and the ground X 2 e are"'12 ad he rond 1/2"V ' r

concerned with an atom in an excited state having a total energy EI

which collides with a rare gas atom in the ground state to form an A 2 11/2

molecule. W% consider radiation occurring at an internuclear separation

bet, en R ani R + R. According t, the classical limit of the Franck-

Concon principle. the !ifteience bet-eeD the total Potential energy of

the system and the molecular energ'y curve in the excited state, i.e., the

kinetic energy, must be conserved in a radiative transition to the ground

state. This results in a departing ground state alkali atom with kinetic

energy E.r

The energy difference between the excited A state and the ground X

state is indicated as a function of internuclear separation by the middle

curve. We note that for the potential energy curves of this graph there

is a unique curve of potentia- energy difference as a function of inter-

nuclear separation. This means that each measurement of the frequency

of the radiation corresponds uniquely with a particular internuclear

separation. In order to determine the absolute potential energy, one

measures the change in intensity with temperature. This change in inten-

sity with temperature is determined by the number of molecules which have

the internuclear separation between R and R + 6R at the tim of radiation.

Two limiting cases are apparent. The first is a low pressure limit in which

I
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the excited atom in the 62P1,2 state with a total energy E1 collides

with the ground state rare gas atom along some trajectory at constant

total energy and always has the possibility of escaping from the molecular

complex. In this case the number of molecules to be found at a given

internuclear separ,.tion is relatively independent of temperature as indi-

cated by the dashed curves at the bottom of the figure. At high pressures

the unstable excited molecule can readily be collisionally stabilized

form bound molecules. In this discussion we will ignore the discrete

nature of the vibrational states of the molecule and calculate the relative

populations uising ,montinuum relations. in this limit, the molecular density

is in equilibriuim with the density of free excited atoms and one Cbtains

the reitive ropulation curves indicated bv solid lines at the bottom of

the figure. The curve for T is that fcr a lower temperature than that

fer T2 and indicates that nany more atoms are to be found in the molecular

state at the lower temperature. By varying the gas temperature one can

observe the dependence of radiation at a given frequency on temperature

and from this determine the binding energy of the excited state correspond-

ing to the observed frequency. One now has the potential energy of the

excited state as a function of the observed frequency difference, and can

calculate the potential energy of the ground state as a function of the

observed frequency diffirence. In order to determine the relationship

between -he frequency difference and the internuclear separation, one makes

use of thf- 'hserved magnitude of the intensity of the fluorescence.

An approximate derivation of the theory of quasistatic line broadening

is as follows: The relationship between the number of the excited atoms

which are in a molecular state capable of radiating at frequency v,

compared to the total number of atoms in the upper state of the atom, can

be expressed as
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6N U(v) 4rR2 (v)6R(v)N P (v).()
U 0J

2
This fraction is given by the vollime element 4R 6R times the density of

perturbing atoms, N0 , times the population factor P. The population

factor P contains a statistical weight ratio which takes into account

the fact that there may be more than one molecular state which can be

formed from the excited alkali and the rare gas atoms. it also includes

the Boltzmann factor giving the relative population of excited molecules

as a function of the potential energy. The fraction of atoms capable of

radiation in a frequency Sv is obtained by dividing Eq. (1) by 6v and

substituting the appropriate statistical weight factors and the Boltzmann

factor to obtain

6NU (v) 4R 2 (v) N0  gju exp -V---j (2)

NV N J e

u 6 gvfu

and gf are the statistical weight factors for the t mole-Hr gju gf

cular state formed from the free excited atom with a statistical weight

gfu and (v) is the increase in the excited state potential energy fromfu u

its value at infinite perturber separation to its value at the separation

at which che radiated frequency is v. The fluorescent intensity is

obtained by multiplying Eq. (2) by the photon energy hv and the Einstein

transition probability A wbich is a function of internuclear separa-

tion R,

hvA (R)R2 (v) g (V) (3)
I(v) = dv N N exp

dv1  0Ug kT /

5 6
Bates and Hedges, Drummond, and Gallagher argue that the Einstein

coefficient should vary as the cube of the frequency for hydrogen and



iar alkalil-rare gSa: syStezs, respectively- Equation (3) can be rewritten so

as to express tn.e radius or internuclerar separation as a functior of

quatifties 'Ieich depend only on frequency. Integration of this equation

t~en gives tte cube of the radius as a function of the observed frequency

pa n =.eeermied Integration, constant. This constant must be determined

fr= s-.zi Iiry experl-~nts Such as =easure~encs of the internuclear

pzzential of the ground state at so.-e particular radius as determined from

nrlez.,lzr Zar scattering =easurements. Of particular interest to us is

t~c ;ena~eof Cae quantit.- eh IdR in the denominator of Eq. (3).

!'As rezms tha if c~ie energy difference Of the potential curves should

_4=apmemet of roadius wih a resultant zero derivative, one obtains

in c:.lib.rescent intersitv as a function of frequency. This

czn~r-_zs and leads to what are called satellites. Of course the

~~.i~ritvis unrealistic 2nd is smoothed out by motional effects not

:~ie n tlhis theor-,y.

Fiszre 3 shos typical fluorescent intensity data obtained by Hedges,

Z~u =I and Gallagher 6 for the cesiuim argon system. excited with 85214,

ra-:!iat;n and 6"aserved with a very high speed ionochrometer. One interesting

feature knf these data is the variation with temperature of the fluorescent

intensity at wavelengths between 8600 and 9200 X. Here one observes an

increase in fluorescent intensity with decreasing temperature corresponding

vN an increasing population of molecules in the bound excited state of the

CsAr =olecule. These data are used to determine the depth of the poten-

tial well in the excited state. in the blue wing one notes that the

itensity increases with increasing temperature. This behavior is character-

istic of a repulsive portion of the excited state potential energy curve.

The same behavior is observed in the red wing all wavelengths beyond 9200 A
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The potential energy curves for this system are shorn, in Fig. 4.. The only

available theoretical calculation for this sys;:te=, i.e. that by BaYlis,6

has -hown poorer agreement with these curves as the atomic wavefunctions

used in the calculation have been improved. There is soine reason9 to

believe that the theory used by Baylis ioshould not- be expected to be too

accurate for the 7 and 7 state of this systen.
3 /2 -1/2

The second source of data for analyses of this type is the absorption

spectra shown in Fig. 5. These data obtained by Chen and Phelps iicover

the spectral range from about one angstrom to several hundred angstroms

from l.ine center. Unfortunately., the auasistatic theury discussed pre-

viously is less accurate in the spectral rang'e covered in these experiments.

- One is therefore very hesitant to -onstruct potential ene~rgy curves on thle

basis of these data. One can, however, use detailed balancing arguments to

construct stim'ulated emission curves directly from the absorption profiles.F. This is discussed in Sec. III.
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III. PREDICTION OF STIMULATED EIISSIO:, COEFFICIEN-, AND GAIN

In this section we consider the equations which allow us to predict

the stimulated emission coefficients from the potential energy curves

for the excited and ground state molecules. The gain per ,,nit length

of medium can be expressed in the form shown in Eq. (4) from Mitchell

and Zemansky 2:

= - - (K -UU

Here :,. . is the number of atoms in the upper state capable of radiating
I

at a frequency and gu and gZ are the statistical eights of the upper

and lower levels of the atom. Similarly, . is the number of atoms

in thy lower state :.hfch are capable of absorbing the frequency -,. Using

the auasistatic models discussed in connection .:ith the fluorescence experi-

ments, ".e can immediately write down expressions for iN/. Such an

expression for the -N/ appropriate to the upper level of the

molecule is

,.u'j 4R 2(.) R(,)

NxP. N
0 3 u (5)

4,R2

-~ ~ ~4-X exp~-~- k T 9 ep T
fu gu

Here LV is the enr-y difference between the ground state and the excited

state of the atom. Note that here we ;have expressed the Boltzmann factor

giving relative populations of molecules in various vibrational states of

the excited state in terms of a vibrational temperature T . This is
V

consistent with our assumption of a complete equilibrium between the bound

and free states when we take the vibrational temperature equal to the

translational temperature of the gas. Also we have expressed the excited
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state population N as a function of the ground state population N.
U

'sing an excitation temperature T . Substituting Eq. (5) and the correspond-e

ing equation for the lower state into Eq. (4) we obtain an expression for

the gain:

(.e-u)exp + j(6)0 = [ujT) !

Here .'V, is the increase in potential energy of the ground sta,e from

its value at infinite separation; au is a ceduced stimulated emission

coefficient and is a function of frequency and temperature. When multiplied

by the product of the ground state density for the alkali and the perturber

densitv, one obtains tx stimulated emission portion of the gain per unit

length. 1Tien -rultiplied by the exponential factors inside the square bracket

one obtains the absorption contribution to the gain. The in%,ersion condition

is obtained b; setting the exponential equal to unity and can be written

as

T
0 T (7

Here = V /l is the frequency of the unperturbed radi . from the
0 0

3atom. This relation has been given previously by Carbone and Litvak and

simply says that in order to observe stimulated emission the ratio of the

difference between the uaperturbed frequency and the frequency of interest

to the unperturbed frequency must be equal to or greater than the ratio of

the vibrational-translational temperature to the excitation temperature

of the atom. This ralationship shows that one does not really need a

repulsive ground state although the presence of a repulsive ground state

certainly contr:butes to a large value for v -v and makes it easy to main-
0

tain a Boltzmann population of lower state molecules at the translational
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temperature of the gas.

A. The LiXe molecule

We now ask whether some of the alkali rare gas molecules are good

candidates for use in association lasers. Figure 6 shows the poteitial

energy curve calculated for the lithium-xenon molecule by Baylis. These

are Baylis' original calculations and, on the basis of the work of Hedges,

Drutnmond, and Gallagher,6 would appear to be more nearly correct than his

larcr calculations.

Equations (5) and (6) can be used to calculate the contributions of

the absorption and stimulated emission terms to the gain. The results of

such a calculotion are shown in Fig. 7. Tihese calculations have been

made for a vibrational-translational temperature of 900'K and an excitation

temperature for the atoms of 4000'K. The choice of vibrational-translational

temperature is dictated by the probable requirements for a rather high

vapor pressure of lithium in a laser system. The left hand abcissa

shows values of the reduced gain and of the reduced stimulated emission

and absorption coefficients for the lithium--xenon system. In both cases

the coefficients are normalized to the ground state lithium density. We

see that for the temperatures chosen, gain is predicted at wavelengths

between about 8600 - and 10500 . The peak value of the reduced gain

coefficient occurs at 9500 A and is about 3 x 10 39 m . This means that

if we wish to construct a laser with a gain of 1% per centimeter we require

that the product of the ground state lithium density and the grcund state

36 -5xenon density be equal to 3 x 10 cm . If we assume a xenon density of

1020 atoms/cm 3 corresponding to about 10 atmospheres at 900*K, the ground

state lithium density required is 3 x 10 atoms per cubic centimeter

corresponding to approximately 3 Torr at 9000 K. For these conditions the
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equilibrium densities of excited molecules and excited atoms are about

equal so that imprisonment effects13 are not very important. Therefore

the effective lifetime of the excited states against spontaneous radiation

is only a fe- times the natural lifetime and collisional destruction by

Li2 , for example, should be unimportant.

Processes which compete directly with the stimulated emission are

photoionization and photoabsorption by the excited molecules.

One can estimate the importance of these processes by re-expressing the

stimulated emission coefficient in terms of a cross section per excited

molecule as indicated by che abscissa on the right side of the graph.

For thir purpose we have 'alcuiated the equilibrium constant for the

Li* + Ye ( (LiXe)* reaction using molecular constants obtained by

fitting a .Morse potential to the potential energy curve for the (LiXe)*

molecule. According to these calculations, the stimulated emission

cross section per molecule at 9500 X is approximately 3 x 10- 17 cm2

Since the threshold for photoionization of the 3 2H states of LiXe is

expected to be below 4000 A, absorption of the stimulated emission is

expected to be important only at wavelengths corresponding to bound-bound

15
molecular transitions or to photoionization of highly excited states.

B. The Xe2 molecule

In the case of the xenon molecule, we do not have any detailed calcu-

lations of potential energy curves. There are, however, recent measurements

of absorption as a function of the gas temperature by Kosinskaya and

16
Polozova (KP). In principle, these data can be used to calculate stimu-

lated emission coefficients using the relations discussed in Eq. (6), i.e.,

these authors measure u (v,T) times the exponential terms in Eq. (6) for

uconditions where T =T and hv =AV -- YV + AV . Unfortunately the
V e 0 u
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available graph of these data is so snall as to make the results almost

--2ningless. We have therefore taken potential energy curves constructed

from data given by KP and used these to predict the stimulated emission

coefficients. Figure 8 shows the reduced absorption coefficient calculated

from the data of KP. Figure 9 shows potential energy curves constructed from

various sources for the xenon molecule. The dashed curve is constructed

17
from information given in a recent paper by Mulliken. The solid curves

are calculated from data given by KP.

Figure 10 shows the results of calculations carried out at 870 0K in

order to give a comparison between cross sections calculated from potential

curves and from absorption data. The upper solid curve shows the stimu-

lated emission coefficient a(v,T) as a function of wavelength as calcu-

lated from the solid curves of Fig. 9. The peak near 1750 A is the result

of parallel curves for the excited and ground states. As indicated pre--

viously, this singularity is indicative of a failure of the quasistatic

model and we expect the spectral distribution to be much smoother than

indicated in this graph. The lower solid curve is calculated from the

data of KP and shows a much more rapid increase with wavelength than does

the stimulated emission coefficient calculated from the potential curves.

In fact, the a(v,T) curve calculated from the absorption data becomes

0

impossibly large near 1750 A. This unrealistic behavior may be the

result of difficulties in reading absorption coefficients from the graph

given by Kosinskaya and Polozova. The dashed curves are the results of

measurements of fluorescent intensity at high pressures by Stewart, et al.
1 8

19
and by Freeman, et al. These are relative curves and so can only be used

to compare our theoretical calculations as to relative intensity as a

function of wavelength. We see that both of these curves peak at shorter

wavelengths than do our calculations. We have not attempted to readjust
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c~r poze~tLls to dcbraln better agreee-nr with these experii-encal data-

sfz-c mxre t~a c-- excited stace =zy be involved.

Pzin the catse cf Li-e, it is s -zecir--es useful to express the

rt=ItS -7f tht arla~~ in ter-s of the sti=Ulated eclission crossI

,*t! er exclt-d nzlezule. For the te=Derature and potential energy

c~we f te calculazicns of Fig- 10I, the StiMUlated emission cross

17 -3:w =pair ezziTed =zeula is 10 cm. tiies the values of the reduced

orzffirie,% Slve. In Fig. 10, -;-e-, the stizulaced emission cross section

rea1r CM .e s r w Nte that as the gas temperature is

2I ~re t!he uIt~ f the peak In the taave dependence of the stimu.Lated

-c!- effiien: will becao-ne rarrozztr bu-- the area under the curve

will rez-An ~pxmtI zr

sr~ rt.e cur':-cs if ilz- 10 one eszinares that an excited molecule

sit f YLt 1' cz 10'1. atcr--Slcm 3  will be rea-ired in order to obtain a

Sii 'f Of= if the~ xenia pressure is high5 enough to maintain equili-

Erl-- ~znm the vibrativnal states 6of the excited molecule and is 10 2

at8b'K then an excited atom density of l1  to 10 12 atoms/cm 3

is required for the s~~e gain. This corresponds to an excitation tempera-

cure levr the ex.cited state of atomic xenon of about 2400 0 K. Because of

the rather deep potential well for the excited Xe molecules (1eV)

an6 the resultant small exzired atom densities, this e~xpression of the

recqireents for gain iT& terms of the excited atom density may not be

verv. useful.

C. The MAI4 molecule

Figure 11 shows the results of calculations of stimulated emission

crass sections per excited molecule for the helium hydrogen system.

In this case, the discrete nature of the vibrational states of the

excited molecule is expected to be very impc tant in that the vibrational
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states will be relatively widely separated. This has the effect of

preventing the accumulation of excited molecules in thE bottom of a poten-

tial well, as predicted by the classical theory. In order to simulate

the effect of the large radial extent cf the lowest vibrational level,

we have made our calculations for a vibrational temperature of 3000*K.

We observed that the stimulated emission coefficient is roughly constant

for wavelengths between 2000 and 4000 X. The vertical bars indicate the

wavelengths corresponding to the classical turning points of the lowest

vibrational state and suggest that our use of a temperature of 100 0*K

simulates reasonably well the spread in internuclear separdtions covered

by the ground vibrational state. In order to estimate the effects of

photoionization of the excited !nolecules, we have shown the photoioniza-

tion of cross sections appropriate to the first excited state of atomic

4
hydrogen. We observed that if the cross section for photoionization of

HeH were as large as that for atomic hydrogen, the absorption coefficient

would exceed the stimulated emission in molecular hydrogens. However,

19Michels has pointed out that the photoionization cross section for a

Rydberg state, such as we are discussing here, is expected to be much

lower than that for the corresponding state of atomic hydrogen.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The preceding sections have shoun how a very simp!e theory of

spectral line broadening can be used to predict lasei gain in specific

systems which =ake ube of stimulated transitions from attractive upper

molecular states to repulsive lower states. in this section we will make

a few generalizations and reco=.endations for further wcrk.

a) From the preceding calculations for LiXe, Xe2 and HeH one notes that

the stimulated emission cross sections for these species are roughly

10-17 cm per excited molecule. Such values are expected 14 from the rela-

tion betten the integrated absorption coefficient and the oscillator

: 2
strength1 for the hiphly allowed transitions, su,-h as considered in our

cal,-ulati,,ns. Since much larger excited molecule densities would be

reqi'red for qtimulated emission involving partially forbidden molecular

transitions, the alloed transitions considered above seem to offer the

best possibilities for laser operation.

b) Thp techniques used here for transitions between bound and continuum

levels may be of some use for bound-bound molecular transitions. Of course,

it will then be necessary to take into account the breaking up of the

continuum into the large number of collision broadened rotational and

vibrational transitions.

c) A considerable improvement in the accuracy of the predictions of

stimulated emission coefficients and cross sections near the singular

peaks, e.g., near 1750 X, in Fig. 10, is expected when the recently

developed 20 solutions for these regions become fully available. In

one form, these are approximate solutions for the spectral dependence

of the intensity in terms of Airy functions with fitting parameters

determined from the potential energy curves.
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d) The calculation of laser gain is even less certain than the calcula-

tion of the reduced stimulated emission and abscrptizn coefficients or

cross sections because of the lack of infor=aticn regarding production

and destruction processes for the excited atoms and mclecules. In

addition to the quantitative fluorescence and absorption =easure=ent

discussed above, one can learn much of use in such calculations by

time-dependent fluorescent and absorption studies. It is indeed amazing
21

that in spite of hundreds of papers on excitation transfer to various

atoms and molecules in mercury vapor there are no clear-cut demonstrations

of the origin of 3350 and 4850 A bands of pure mercury. The situation in

the rare gases is slightly better as the result of reasonably complete

22
studies of the destruction mechanisms for the atomic metastables. The

need for further infcr-ation regarding rare gas molecules is evidenced by

uncertainty in the xenon molecular potential energy curves in Fig. 9. Also,

there is an almost complete lack of information regarding processes of

importance at high energy densities, e.g., metastable-metastable collisions,

photoionization of highly excited atomic and molecular levels, and electron

impact excitation and neutral particle relaxation of the vibrational levels

of the excited molecules. The conditions for equilibrium among the vibra-

tional levels of the excited state are currently being investigated by

Gallagher2 3 for several alkali-rare gas systems. Some data for He2 (a 3E)

24 2
have been obtained by Callear and Hedges. The fluorescence data of Rhodes2 5

may also be capable of providing vibrational relaxation data for the rare

gas molecules.
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